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Ideal for beginning legal writers, this logically organized and exceptionally well-written text offers a

concise and straightforward guide to legal writing and analysis. Updated to include exercises with

increased focus on first-year courses, &lt;b>Legal Writing and Analysis, Second Edition,&lt;/b>

starts with an overview of the legal system and the lawyer&#191;s role, then leads students from

reading and analyzing the law through the process of legal writing, providing numerous examples

and exercises along the way. &lt;p class=copymedium> &lt;b>Classroom-tested features of this

bestselling text include:&lt;/b> &lt;li class=copymedium>a consistent use of the legal method

approach, from an opening chapter providing an overview of a civil case and the lawyer&#191;s

role, to information about the legal system, case briefing, synthesizing cases, and statutory

interpretation &lt;li class=copymedium>an emphasis on analogical reasoning and synthesizing

cases, as well as rule-based and policy-based reasoning, with explanations of how to use these

types of reasoning to organize a legal discussion &lt;li class=copymedium>a logical organization

that starts with reading and analyzing the law and then moves on to writing the discussion of a legal

question, writing an office memo and professional letters, and advocacy writing. &lt;li

class=copymedium>chapters addressing style and formality considerations as well as oral

advocacy &lt;li class=copymedium>effective coverage of the use of precedent &lt;li

class=copymedium>a superior discussion of small-scale organization, including the thesis

paragraph &lt;li class=copymedium>numerous examples and frequent short exercises that

encourage students to apply concepts &lt;li class=copymedium>a comprehensive Teacher&#191;s

Manual that offers helpful advice for instructors.&lt;/ul> &lt;p class=copymedium>&lt;b>The Second

Edition offers&lt;/b> &lt;li class=copymedium>new exercises, including increased focus on first-year

courses. &lt;li class=copymedium>a revision of Part Five on advocacy writing, streamlining the order

of the chapters and adding more coverage of questions presented &lt;li class=copymedium>an

updated citation chapter. &lt;li class=copymedium>Chapter 12 on the Office Memorandum has been

expanded to add another format for a question presented and is accompanied by an

example&lt;/ul> &lt;p> Please visit the new companion website to learn more about this book. &lt;/p>

&lt;p> Website: &lt;a href="http://www.aspenlawschool.com/edwardslwa2" target="_blank">

http://www.aspenlawschool.com/edwardslwa2&lt;/a> &lt;/p>
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cheap; future law school studies!!

As Advertised

The book does cover all the basics, but it's painfully insulting in parts as it drones on about basics

like avoiding passive voice. Didn't I learn this in high school?Ten years ago the books must have

been pitched to a higher level.

Use this book for my LRW class, so its not like I have an option. Pretty easy to read, but I don't have

anything to compare it to anyway.

The book I ordered was exactly what I needed and described exactly as it had been.

awesome!I bought a $74 book for $7!In addition, It is a new book!I am fully satisfied

Well, it's a law school text book. What do you want me to say? I work a lot. It does a good job at

facilitating that.
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